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Philippe Couillard Says
Our Dream Is An Inclusive Quebec....

one of several investigators sent to Damascus, Two Protests, Two Nations, One 
has also suggested, though without Message
conclusive evidence.

MONTREAL — As Barack Obama made his 
‘Our Dream Is An Inclusive Quebec,’ case in Washington for an attack on Syria, two 

separate demonstrations brought the crisis in Couillard Says
the Middle East home to Montreal on RIVIÈRE-DU-LOUP — Phil ippe 

Couillard’s Liberals plan to counter the 
Parti Québécois’s proposed Charter of 
Quebec Values with their own vision of an 
inclusive Quebec society. “I really believe 
that in politics you ultimately win if you 
stand by your principles,” Couillard said 
Friday at the close of a two-day meeting of 
his party caucus, adding that those 
principles “are the same whether you are 
speaking to an English-speaking audience 
or a French-speaking one.” “Our dream is 
an inclusive Quebec, the construction of Saturday, where members of the Egyptian and 

Syrian communities urged the U.S. president an identity for all Quebecers to be shared,” 
to stand down. The two demonstrations, only 
blocks apart in the downtown core, focused on 
different countries, each with its own unique 
and proud history.  But protesters,  
nevertheless, had a common message for 
Obama: to intervene in what is happening in 
either country is to side with Islamic radicals.
And how will it end? In Dorchester Square, 
about 200 people gathered under the banner of 
Hands Off Syria, a last-minute addition to 
protests held around the world to denounce 
any foreign intervention in the country, where 
it is estimated more than 100,000 people have he said. “Not to divide us among ourselves 
died in fighting between the Bashar Assad but to create that common identity.” 
regime and rebel forces. “This is the same 

Premier Pauline Marois said at the end of scenario repeating itself after 10 years,” said 
her two-day PQ caucus meeting on Fadia Nassr, referring to the war on Iraq which 
Thursday that Bill 14, her government’s began in 2003. “There will be terrible 
bid to tighten up Bill 101, the Charter of repercussions, another humanitarian disaster. 
the French language, is unlikely to become We know when the war will start, but not 

when it will end.” Nassr, who works with law because of Liberal opposition. 
humanitarian organizations in Syria, said Couillard said he supports Bill 101 “as it 
what the West is ignoring is that the rebels stands today.” “We had reached a balance, 
fighting the Assad regime include factions of peace among linguistic communities. I 
al Qaeda militants who are also responsible don’t intend to change that,” he said.“It is 
for recent atrocities in Syria, including a spate important for Quebec and Canada, that our 
o f  b e h e a d i n g s . W h i l e  t h e  O b a m a  society here remains predominantly 
administration says it has proof, which it will 

French-speaking and when I say present to Congress on Sept. 9 that chemical 
predominantly, I don’t mean exclusively, attacks on Syrian neighbourhoods were 
by the way, but French being the common perpetrated by the Assad regime, Nassr 
language of the public arena.”Quebec City believes the Free Syrian Army was 
has a Roman Catholic priest on its payroll responsible, a possibility the United Nations’ 
and the city’s Mayor Régis Labaume.Carla del Ponte, a war-crimes prosecutor and 
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park in downtown Halifax. "We also and collect dues. They are singling out 
do want to see our government unions. They’re attacking our finances. 

p rov id ing  human i t a r i an  They’re attacking our ability to represent our 
s u p p o r t ,  d i p l o m a t i c  members," said Dias."Today is about 

pressure to resolve this challenging the status quo and making sure 
situation and I know we the governments have a formidable foe if in 

can do more around fact they decide to take on the trade union 
refugees in terms of movement." One early battle between the 
bringing some of government and the new union could be 
t h e  m a n y  brewing in the telecommunications industry. 
t h o u s a n d  o f  Dias said that he is strongly opposed to 
displaced people Verizon's possible entry into the Canadian 
to Canada for a market, saying it would put many 
better life." communication workers' jobs at risk.

Newly Elected Victoria Beckham Wants To Create 
Unifor Leader Fashion 'Empire’

NEW YORK CITY: Victoria Beckham, the S a y s  H e  I s  
one-time pop star who is now one of the Taking Labour 
most courted designers at the upcoming Movement On The 
New York Fashion Week, says she has even Offensive
bigger plans for her eponymous brand."I 

TORONTO - Jerry Dias 
want to get bigger and bigger," the former hopes to use his new 
Spice Girl told the New York Times ahead position as president of 

Canada's newest — and largest 
— private sector union to turn the 

tide for Canada's labour movement.The 
Canada Should Accept 

Canadian Auto Workers union and the 
More Syrian Refugees: Trudeau
HALIFAX - Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau 
says Canada should be doing more to admit 
refugees from the bloody conflict in Syria.
Trudeau said Friday he was pleased to hear 
the Conservative government is not 
contemplating military intervention 

of the unveiling of her spring-summer following an alleged chemical weapons 
2014 collection during fashion week, attack by the Syrian regime that the United 
which begins on September 5."I absolutely 
want an empire." Beckham, who was once 

Communications, Energy and Paperworkers only famous for her stint as Posh Spice and 
Union of Canada have merged to form a new as the wife of footballer David Beckham, 
group called Unifor. Dias was elected with has come into her own since her first 
about 87 per cent support at the new union's runway show in New York in 2008 took the 
founding convention in Toronto on Saturday. fashion world by surprise.Beckham told 
“Unifor is here because it’s time to stop the magazine that she designs clothes she 
playing defence and it’s time we started to would want to wear herself, from chic, 
play offence," said Dias in his fiery inaugural ultra-flattering dresses to her current fall 
address. "It’s time to stop reacting and it’s line of masculine-influenced coats and States says killed at least 1,400 people. The time to start setting the agenda.”Dias seemed body-skimming skirts and trousers.She death toll since the conflict began has topped to be especially focused on labour's relations 

has also branched out into sunglasses, 100,000 and the United Nations says more with the federal government. ”The 
handbags and denim, and her main Victoria than six million Syrians have had to flee their Conservative government has decided to 
Beckham label is expanding rapidly in homes. “I've very worried about the Syrian challenge our democratic right to organize 
Asia.people," he said before meeting people at a 

Venice 
Film Festival 
Gives Lifetime Award 
To Friedkin
VENICE: US film-maker William 
Friedkin, who petrified cinema-goers 
with "The Exorcist", was awarded a 
lifetime achievement award by 
organisers of the Venice film festival on 
Thursday.Friedkin's groundbreaking 1973 
"Exorcist" won 10 Oscar nominations, 
scooping two awards.He also won an Oscar 

for best director for "The French Connection". His most recent film, 
"Killer Joe", a black comedy, was presented at the Venice festival in 2011 
and a restored version of his 1977 thriller "Sorcerer" is being shown at 
the 70th Venice film festival, which started on Wednesday.  The 
festival organisers, in awarding Friedkin, 78, the Golden Lion for 
Lifetime Achievement, lauded the Chicago-born director, 

producer and screenwriter for "basically inventing the modern 
blockbuster". "William Friedkin has contributed in a 

prominent way to the profound renewal of American 
cinema regarded as 'the New Hollywood'," the 

festival's website said.



PCJ Delhi Couture Week 2013
The PCJ Delhi Couture Week 2013 was held from July 31st-
Aug 4th, 2013 at New Delhi. Nine India’s top designers took 
part in highly prestigious fashion event of India.We have 
featured Manish Malhotra’s Collection in the last issue and now 
it is turn for Gaurav Gupta!

The designer showcased his collection 'Lightfall' at this year's show. 
Gupta's collection comprised new silhouettes in gowns and derivatives of 
saree and lehenga. The colour palette ranged from moon grey, ecru, dust 
gold, teal, and pop neon. There was a juxtaposition of ancient Indian 
embroidery techniques and materials like saadi, pitta, zari, nakshee, lace, 
organza, georgette were used in the collection. The collection is much more 
focused on the red carpet rather than bridal wear like most shows at Delhi 
Couture Week. Kalki Koelchin walked the ramp for Gaurav Gupta as a show 
stopper at PCJ Delhi Couture Week. 

Gaurav GuptaGaurav Gupta
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For skin that feels like rose petals, here are some 
quick care tips.
¬ Boil Cabbage
Boil cabbage in water. Strain it and use the water to 
wash your face to make your skin look radiant.
¬ Yoghurt & Cucumber Wate
Mix yoghurt with cucumber water. Apply on your face 
and wash it off.
¬ Coconut Milk
Coconut milk is excellent for skin care, especially in 
winter. Take half a cup of coconut milk. Use half of it to 
apply it over the face and body. Mix the rest with red 
sandalwood powder, apply the paste on the face. It can 
also be applied all over the body. It exfoliates your skin.
¬ Pineapple Juice & Multani Mitti
Is your skin looking dull and lifeless? Mix 
coconutwater and thick pineapple juice. Add multani 
mitti and apply it over your face and body. Do not scrub 
vigorously; wash it off with ice cubes or cold water.
¬ Vinegar & Rosewater
Here's a way to refresh tired skin: Mix one 
teaspoonvinegar with one teaspoon rosewater. Apply 
on skin and leave for 10 minutes. Wash it off with 
ordinary water.
¬ Honey & Tomato Juice
Mix one teaspoon honey with one teaspoon tomato 
juice. Leave it on the face or body for 10 minutes and 
wash it off with ordinary water.

Tips To Make Your
Skin Glow
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HOTTEST TRENDS

Nail Paints
Nails are the best way to test-drive 
the latest trends—you can sample 
them without having to commit to a 
head-to-toe look. This season 
welcomes a whole new crop of colors 
a n d  s t y l e s — i n c l u d i n g  m u t e d  
metallic, feminine mauve and edgy 
eggplant, nude polish, pastels, 
metallic flashes, coral, teal and 
turquoise, ombre nails and speckled 
nails.
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Jeans have just the right amount of style 
and sass. From slimmer leg cuts to new 
finishes and colors, there are plenty of 

new men's jean trends to try.  Both slim 
and super slim cuts as are stylish options 

this season and can be dressed up or 
down for a very fashion forward look.

Jeans
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Follow the Tweak It strategy to make How the Work and Life Fit ‘Naturals’ Do four times a week. I also plan my family’s 
small, simple steps for a better 'work/life It meals for the week ahead every Sunday. 
fit' About 10 to 15 percent of the people are These are my standard weekly tweaks.
In today’s fragile economy, how can you work/life fit “naturals,” the rare men and Step 2: Pick your unique “Tweaks of the 
make time for the things that matter most women who figured out intuitively how to Week” Each week, for about 30 minutes, 
without risking your job or alienating the make all the puzzle pieces of their lives snap look at your Tweak It snapshot. When you 
people important to you? together with ease. Their secret to success is see a gap between what you want to be 
My two-word answer: “Tweak it.” By that they regularly followed simple steps the doing and what’s scheduled at work and 
“Tweak it,” I mean you should deliberately rest of us don’t know or choose to ignore. home, choose specific small actions or 
harness the kind of small, everyday actions Here’s one: “Whenever you have a client “unique tweaks” to accomplish over the 
that we often overlook or dismiss as lunch, leave your phone in your office so next seven days. Then put these tweaks into 
unimportant. In other words, it’s time to that you can concentrate on being fully your calendar and priority list.The areas you 
sweat the small stuff. The goal is a "work present with the person you’re meeting choose to focus on each week will change 
and life fit," not necessarily “balance.” with.”  depending on the parts of your career or 
The Big Benefits if You ‘Tweak It’ The 3 Steps to ‘Tweak It’ personal life that need attention at the time.
By capturing the power of intentional Here's how to create your own weekly Step 3: Review and revise Periodically, 
c h o i c e s  r e g a r d i n g  y o u r  c a r e e r ,  Tweak It regimen: stop and reflect on your weekly Tweak It 
relationships, care giving duties, personal Step 1: Getting started Lay the foundation program and your Tweak It snapshot from 
finances and home, you’re more likely to: by bringing your work and personal the previous week. Do you need to redefine 
© Keep your job and love your life. calendars and your priority lists into one the actions that would make it more 
© Build a foundation of well-being and combined system, what I call a Tweak It successful? Is it time to update your 

order. snapshot. Then, pick a simple calendar and standard tweaks? What areas of your life 
© Master technology to achieve your priority list system to track and monitor the need more focus and new unique tweaks? 

goals. activities and priorities that make up this Take Small, Not Big, Steps
The Importance of Setting Boundaries snapshot. The popular advice about managing work 
If you make choices with a complete picture Next, define what success would mean — and life often encourages radical solutions, 
of what’s happening on and off the job, how changing your ways would look — so like working four hours a week or quitting 
reflect regularly on what you want you can track your progress. Then choose a your job to strike out on your own. But 
personally and professionally and take few “standard tweaks,” the small actions those types of changes aren’t realistic for 
consistent, small actions, you’ll be that you want to take every week to match most of us.To fly your work/life flag, try 
rewarded with a heightened sense of well your priorities. For example I try to move taking small, manageable steps. Just Tweak 
being and order. my body, write in my journal and meditate It.

Tweak It: Make What Matters To You Happen Every Day



Getting children ready for school often involves multiple check that what is in the bag is actually needed and necessary. 
treks to the mall for clothes and supplies. While it’s fine to Children have a bad habit of forgetting to remove books and 
penny-pinch on many things (does your little one really need a other gear from their bags.
designer binder for math class?), you’ll want to invest in a Tips on buying and carrying a school bag
sturdy, properly-fitted backpack for your kids because ¬ Look for one with wide, padded shoulder straps that will 
carrying an overly-heavy or improperly fitting bag can cause sit comfortably on your child, with the knapsack centered 
back pain and strain. on his or her back. Wider straps will help with weight 

distribution and will help prevent shoulder pain. Some 
It’s easy for the problem of a heavy backpack to sneak up on knapsacks also have waist straps that can make carrying 
parents and children alike. In the early weeks of school, the sack easier.
teachers may assign only minimal homework so students ¬ The school bag should be as wide as a child’s back and not 
don’t have to lug home many books. But come October, they hang more than a few centimeters below the waist.
may be trudging back and forth with a bulging bag on their ¬ Choose one made from lightweight materials to reduce 
back. the weight.

¬ Consider purchasing a knapsack on wheels, which is 
A child’s backpack should only be as large as the width of his usually bigger and sturdier than more traditional ones. 
or her back and the weight of the bag should not exceed 10 per Just keep in mind that it can sometimes be difficult to pull 
cent of the child’s body weight. When the knapsack gets too it through snow or on ice-covered sidewalks. 
heavy, children may begin to slouch or complain about back ¬ Your child’s backpack may look monstrous because he or 
pain. Parents should first check to make sure the backpack is she is carrying too many books, binders and notebooks. 
of good quality. They should also insist that children wear a Make sure that all the books they are bringing home and 
backpack correctly, meaning strapped onto the back and not taking back to school are needed for that ONE day only, so 
swinging from one shoulder. And, of course, parents can they are not carrying the entire contents of their locker.

Tips For Purchasing A School Bag
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Sync-Relationship

The Mantra Of Perfect Couples….
® They embrace each other’s imperfections and 

overlook each other’s flaws and disabilities.

® They are compatible because they don’t hesitate 

to make compromises and adjustments.

® They are emotionally and physically satisfied 

with each other.

® They cherish and value each other and just 

stick together firmly no matter what life 

throws at them.

® If there are arguments they try to resolve their 

differences and try to work things out.

® If they hurt each other they wait till they can 

forgive each other and things are good again.

® If they have terrible fights and they have to 

stay away for a while they wait till they can get 

close again.

® They have an extraordinary passion to make 

their relationship work with maturity, 

understanding, commitment and unconditional 

love.

® They never give up on each other no matter 

what because they are determined to last till 

eternity.
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You know you aren’t doing your health any favors by indulging in fried foods 4. Go Nuts for Nuts
or fatty meats — but eating the right types of food can actually help lower your Eaten in moderation, certain nuts, such as walnuts, almonds, and peanuts, can 
cholesterol. In fact, diet plays a crucial role helping to prevent heart disease, help to lower bad cholesterol. Nuts contain healthy fats and antioxidants that 
heart attack, and stroke: 25 percent of your cholesterol comes from your diet, can keep your cardiovascular system healthy.
and the rest is manufactured by your body. Each week, you should include three to five servings of nuts. One serving of 
In order to lower high cholesterol, you need to reduce your intake of bad fats, nuts is usually about one-third of a cup. But be sure to keep strict tabs on how 
curb your use of salt and high sodium foods, and restrict or stop drinking sugar- much you eat, because nuts are also high in calories. Also, choose unsalted 
sweetened beverages. nuts when possible.
Once you reduce your intake of these foods, focuse on the following five 5. Beans Are Good for Your Heart
cholesterol-lowering foods to help reduce your risk of heart disease: All variety of beans, such as kidney, chick peas (garbanzos), lentils, split peas, 
1. Eat Fruits and Vegetables black-eyed peas, and white beans, are high in antioxidants and fiber, and can 
Packed with vitamins, minerals, the healthy plant chemicals called help improve your cholesterol profile.
phytochemicals, and antioxidants, vegetables help fight low-density 
lipoprotein (LDL, or "bad") cholesterol that can lead to the buildup of plaque ® Meat and Cholesterol
in your arteries, a major risk factor for heart disease, heart attack, and stroke. ® Animal fat is a big cause of elevated cholesterol levels, but not all meat is 
Eat a variety of vegetables every week to get the full array of health benefits bad for you. Here are some tips to keep in mind when cooking and eating 
they have to offer. Fruits are excellent sources of healthy phytochemicals, meats
antioxidants, and fiber, too. ® Choose lean cuts of meat with minimal visible fat, and broil rather than fry 
2. Choose Healthy Fats the meat.
Not all fats are bad. You need the good ones, which include olive, canola, flax, ® When it comes to poultry, eat chicken or turkey rather than goose or duck, 
walnut, peanut, and sesame oils. These oils help fight internal inflammation, which are high in fat. Remove the skin before cooking, and if not before 
improve cholesterol levels, boost the immune system and keep your brain and cooking, at least before eating.
central nervous system healthy. ® Limit processed meats, such as bologna, sausage, and hot dogs, because 
Try to keep your fat intake to between 25 percent and 35 percent of your total they're often high in fat and sodium.
calories each day. Keep saturated fats to less than 7 percent and consumption ® Organ meats of all kinds should be eaten only occasionally because they 
of trans fats should be limited to less than 1 percent of your calories every day. are extremely high in cholesterol.
3. Eat Plenty of Fiber ® Eat two servings of fish a week, preferably an oily kind, such as salmon or 
Eat foods high in fiber, such as barley, oatmeal and apples, which contain trout.
soluble fiber that helps bind cholesterol in the gastrointestinal tract and carry it 
out of the body. Make these foods a regular part of your diet. Combined with exercise and other lifestyle changes, a healthy diet can do 
While oatmeal and apples are familiar foods, not everybody is used to eating wonders for cholesterol levels. By incorporating these healthy-eating tips into 
barley. Try substituting barley pilaf for rice. Barley adds a chewy, nutty-tasting your daily routine, you can reduce your cholesterol level and keep your weight 
side dish to meals and can help reduce your cholesterol. in check.

Cholesterol-Lowering Foods
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Sync Cuisine

Strawberry Cake
For the frosting:Ingredients:
In a large bowl, beat butter and cream cheese at medium speed 1 (18.25-ounce) box white cake mix
with an electric mixer until creamy. Beat in 1/4 cup of the 1 (3-ounce) box strawberry-flavored instant gelatin
strawberry puree and the strawberry extract. (The rest of the 1 (15-ounce) package frozen strawberries in syrup, thawed 
puree is leftover but can be used in smoothies or on ice cream and pureed
for a delicious treat.) Gradually add confectioners' sugar, 4 large eggs
beating until smooth. Spread frosting in between layers and ½ cup vegetable oil
on top and sides of cake. Garnish with sliced fresh 1/4 cup water
strawberries, if desired.Strawberry Cream Cheese Frosting

1/4 cup butter, softened
1 (8-ounce) package cream cheese, softened
1 (10-ounce) package frozen strawberries in syrup, thawed 
and pureed
½ teaspoon strawberry extract
7 cups confectioners' sugar
Freshly sliced strawberries, for garnish, optional

Directions:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Lightly grease 2 (9-inch) round 
cake pans.
In a large bowl, combine cake mix and gelatin. Add pureed 
strawberries, eggs, oil, and water; beat at medium speed with 
an electric mixer until smooth. Pour into prepared pans, and 
bake for 20 minutes, or until a wooden pick inserted in the 
center comes out clean.
Let cool in pans for 10 minutes. Remove from pans, and cool 
completely on wire racks.
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Sync Paparazzi MontrealSync Paparazzi Montreal

South Asian Festival

On August 25th, 2013, Montreal held its 1st ever South Asian Festival at Canada’s second largest 
amusement park, LaRonde by Six Flags.It was a day filled with food, fun, rides and performances that 
showcased the culture and colours of South Asia – not only to the South Asian population in attendance 
but also to all other nationalities in Quebec. 

Performances by Bhangra Teams Jaan Punjab Di and MBA: Montreal Bhangra Academy had the 
audience moving to the rhythm. Bollywood Dance team Bollywood Jalwa danced to a mix of some of 
the more popular Bollywood Songs, and singers Yugraj and OneShot had the audience clapping and 
singing along and Swarakamalam had the audience mesmerized by their music. The response to the 
show was incredible, and people are already looking forward to next year’s South Asian Festival!
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Sync Paparazzi Pakistan

Veet, the world’s leading brand in hair removal, held its acclaimed fashion 

event – Veet Celebration of Beauty on Saturday at the Expo Centre in 

Karachi.Hosted by renowned Pakistani film and TV stars Aamina Sheikh 

and Azfar Rehman, the entertainment extravaganza consisted of a live 

fashion show, music and dance entertainment and a Beauty Awards 

segment which celebrated the best of Pakistani beauty. Indeed, this year’s 

Veet Celebration of Beauty was expanded in scale and scope to feature a 

diverse range of content in a singular interactive ceremony, a marked first 

for the beauty brand. The pink carpet of Veet Celebration of Beauty 2013 

was hosted by TV personality Ayesha Omar. Needless to say, the event was 

quite easy on the eyes.

Veet Celebration of Beauty 2013
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 Syncmag In Las Vegas

Stratosphere Tower The Palazzo

Cosmopolitan Las Vegas

 Las Vegas is an internationally renowned major resort city 

known primarily for gambling, shopping, fine dining, and 

nightlife and is the leading financial and cultural center for 

Southern Nevada. The city bills itself as The Entertainment 

Capital of the World, and is famous for its consolidated 

casino–hotels and associated entertainment.  Today, Las 

Vegas is one of the top tourist destinations in the world.

Bellagio Las Vegas Resort

The Venetian Resort Hotel Casino

Mob Museum
The Wynn Las Vegas

Las Vegas

Sync Wanderlust
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Sync Wanderlust

 Syncmag In Las Vegas
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A j a y  D e v g n :  
Gandhi Ji Was A Very 
Aggressive And Violent 
Person
Ajay Devgn is pretty gung-ho about his 
upcoming film, SATYAGRAHA. As you 
might be aware, the title of the film was a 

philosophy initiated by Mahatma Gandhi. It is known to all 
that Mahatma Gandhi was also the pioneer of the non-violence 
movement. But Ajay Devgn has a different view on Mahatma 
Gandhi. Says the actor, ''Gandhiji was a very aggressive and a 

violent person. If you don't have that anger in you, you 
wouldn't think of frustrating your opponent without slapping 
him. You have to have that anger inside you to frustrate the 

other person. Imagine if you are abusing and I am just 
laughing at you. You will get angrier. But imagine the 

anger in me that I'm laughing at you. That will 
frustrate you more. Gandhiji channelized his 

anger very well. He didn't choose the 
path of violence.''

John Abraham: Madras Café
Is Not About Sri Lanka

From its very poster that has a map 
of Sri Lanka imprinted on it to the 
stage and setting that the film 
ca r r i e s ,  one  can  s ee  t he  
neighbouring country playing a 
pivotal part in MADRAS CAFE. 
While a few wondered how that 
would eventually attract audience 
to theatres, its lead John Abraham 
maintains that the Shoojit Sircar 
affair has a lot more to talk about 
than just Sri Lanka.'The film is 

basically about an Indian soldier while the Sri Lankan crises is 
just a backdrop of it. We were very clear from the beginning that 
our film won't have any inclinations or bearings about any 
country particular, whether India or any other. Having said that, 
the core of our film is completely Indian. And yes, for the 
records, the film is not about Sri Lanka,' says John. In the film, 
John plays a RAW agent and while a lot has been written and 
said about how his take on the affairs is entirely different from 
the kind that has been played by Salman Khan in EK THA 
TIGER and Saif Ali Khan in AGENT VINOD,

Direction: 
Cast: Sanjay Dutt, Prakash Raj, Prachi Desai
The movie has all the right ingredients, required to appeal to its audience. It 
has the standard 'cop-cleansing-crime' theme, gravity defying stunts, slow-

mo loud action scenes, dramatic storyline, 
over-dramatic dialogues, superhero-esque 
cop and a funny villain. An honest police 
office alters his principles and morals to 
give corrupt politicians and criminals a 
taste of their own medicine. He's the 
'combo' offer. He is a gunda and a good 
guy!DCP Rudra Adityadevraj ( Sanjay 
Dutt) has his own way of bringing the 
goons to justice. He thus takes up against 
bad guy Nagori Subramaniyam (Prakash 
Raj) who bribes cops, kills innocent people 
and does not fear the law. Like Salman 
Khan's Pandey ji, Rudra too feels for the 

public. He is the Robin Hood kind of cop, who helps the poor by punishing 
the corrupt.

K.S. Ravikumar

Movie Reviwe

Timing:  Monday to Thursday at 9:00 pm
Channel:  Geo Tv

Bewafai is Urdu Dubbed Turkish Drama Serial .The series 
is set in the 1960s and revolves around the Akarsu family. 
Ali Akarsu is the patriarch of the 
family and he works as a seaman 
and the captain of a ship. He is 
married to Cemile and they have 
4 children – Berrin (a law student 
at Istanbul University), Aylin and 
Mete who are high school 
students as well as 5 year old son 
Osman. When Ali goes on one of 
his many trips, he begins an affair 
with a Dutch woman named Caroline and that leads to the 
disintegration of the Akarsu family.

BewafaiPolicegiri

Drama Reviwe
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SHAH RUKH 

KHAN
Sometimes i am crazy, 

sometimes i am stressed. 

Sometimes i am 

lonely...But truly i am 

blessed.

28 Aug

Amitabh Bachchan
Its not the work load that kills you .. its the 

expectation on it, from the outside world 

that destroys you !!

25 Aug

Priyanka Chopara
The richness of a moment comes when it’s 

both full and empty at the same time. The 

truth is, we live simultaneously in time and 

timelessness

26 Aug

Dia Mirza
Notice how bitter people that hold 

grudges are? A grudge is like slow 

poison, it spreads to every part of 

your being and destroys it. Let GO

26 Aug

Faysal Qureshi
 A smile can hide the truth, 

the mouth can whisper lies, but 

the eyes always reveal what's 

hidden below the surface.

26 Aug

Juggun Kazim
I've learned that love 

and positivity will 

overcome all no matter 

what! Learn to love 

everyone and forgive 

everything.

24 Aug

Shilpa Shetty
Finally,found the answer to the most asked 

question in my childhood ..... What do you want 

to become when you grow up? 

A CHILD again:) :)

24 Aug

FortnightTweets Of The 
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Sync-Sportss
at least temporarily silenced paid for Cristiano Ronaldo back in 2009. "I 

Wenger's critics. Even the more would like to thank everyone at the Club, 
vociferous of the anti- the Chairman, Board, staff, coaches and 

Wenger faction could players - and most of all the fantastic fans 
have few complaints as who I hope will understand this amazing 

Arsenal took the north career opportunity," Bale said in a 
London bragging statement on the Spurs website. "I am not 
r i g h t s  w i t h  a  sure there is ever a good time to leave a club 
dominant display where I felt settled and was playing the best 
that left their football of my career to date. I know many 
b i t t e r  r i v a l s  players talk of their desire to join the club 
n u r s i n g  of their boyhood dreams, but I can honestly 
concerns that say, this is my dream come true. 
Bale's imminent "Tottenham will always be in my heart and 
departure may I'm sure that this season will be a 
be a fatal blow to successful one for them. I am now looking 
their hopes of a forward to the next exciting chapter in my 

t o p - f o u r  life, playing football for Real Madrid."
finish.With Bale's 

world record move Serena Downs Stephens To Reach Us 
to Real Madrid set to Open Quarters

be concluded before  NEW YORK: Top-ranked defending 
Monday evening's transfer champion Serena Williams defeated US 

d e a d l i n e ,  S p u r s  h a v e  15th seed Sloane Stephens 6-4, 6-1 on 
embarked on a frenzied spending Sunday to reach the US Open quarter-

spree. finals, avenging a loss that ousted her from 
the 2013 Australian Open.Williams won 

Giroud Gives Arsenal Derby Bragging Bale Set For Real Unveiling After 'Dream' eight of the last nine games to advance after 
Rights Madrid Move
LONDON: Arsenal striker Olivier Giroud MADRID: Gareth Bale will be unveiled as 
gave Tottenham a worrying glimpse of life a Real Madrid player on Monday after his 

prolonged transfer from Tottenham 
Hotspur was finally completed for an 
unconfirmed world record fee late Sunday.
The Welshman has agreed a six-year deal 
believed to be worth 10 million euros net a 
year and will be presented to the media and 
the club's fans after undergoing a medical 

87 minutes to a last-eight matchup against in the Spanish capital.Widespread reports 
Spanish 18th seed Carla Suarez Navarro, in England have suggested that the move 
who upset German eighth seed Angelique will make Bale the world's most expensive 
Kerber 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7/3). "It will be a without Gareth Bale as his first half strike 
tough match," Williams said. Williams, clinched a 1-0 win in the north London 
who at 31 could become the oldest US derby on Sunday. Giroud netted his fourth 
Open women's champion, and Stephens goal of the season midway through the 
had not played since the 20-year-old opening period at the Emirates Stadium to 
prodigy beat the four-time US Open maintain Arsenal's revival since their 
champion 3-6, 7-5, 6-4 in an Australian dismal opening day defeat at home to 
Open quarter-final last January."It Aston Villa.That loss had triggered a 
definitely felt like a bigger match because barrage of abuse from fans frustrated by 
Sloane is such a great player, but I had to the club's eight-year trophy drought and 
stay focused in the moment," Williams boss Arsene Wenger's failure to make any player with Real set to pay 101 million 
said.In the match, both apologized to each marquee signings since the end of last euros ($133.5 million, 86 million pounds) 
other for wind-blown ball tosses that they season. But four successive victories, for his services.However, media in Spain 
did not hit. And when they met at the net including two over Fenerbahce in the insisted that Real will only pay 91 million 
after match point, Williams told Stephens, Champions League qualifying round, have euros, three million less than Los Blancos 
"I love you so much."

Mike Tyson Plays 
'Punch-Out' For First 
Time
F o r m e r  u n d i s p u t e d  
heavyweight champion Mike 
Tyson won 50 fights during his 
boxing career, becoming the 
youngest boxer to win the WBC, 
WBA and IBF titles at age 20.But 
there was one elusive title that "Iron 
Mike" could never attain: beating 

himself in "Mike Tyson's Punch-Out," the classic Nintendo 
game that sold over a million copies when it was released in 
1987.In fact, the 47-year-old says he had never played the 
game. But that changed recently, when Fox Sports 

producers brought the game to Tyson in the green room 
before an interview and had him play it for the first 

time."C'mon, Glass Joe" Tyson trash-talked as he 
took on the first opponent in the game. 

"C'mon. Take this, Glass, ah, right up 
your ---." 
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